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My Learner  

ID. Series  

Goals: 

Authentic Record 

Multidimensional Perspectives 

Learner Responsibility,  

Autonomy & Empowerment 

Tools of Learning 

Assessment for Learning 



✓ Framework 

✓ Maintains authentic record on the process of  

becoming and being a learner 

68 10 Getting to Know Me 

Goal 1  

Authentic  

Record 
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✓ Multi-dimensional perspective 

✓ Invites parental participation 

✓ Supports teacher reflexivity through triangulation  of 

data 

34 

Me 
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Perspectives 
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✓ Represent the way skillful and effective learners  

use their minds 

✓ Skills of learning can be taught and improved and  

are reflected in growth mindsets 

65 

My Learning Ways My Learning Ways 67 

Strategies that will help my Learning Behaviours! 

Choose a learning behaviour that you know you can improve. 

 
Record your learning behaviour on the red line below. 

 
Colour the star that shows your progress with this behaviour. 

 
Learning Behaviour : 

What will I try first ? 

How can I move up to where I want to be ? 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................. 

          How can my attention behaviour improve ? 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................. 

         Who can help me ? 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................. 

 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................. 

Consider : 

Goal 3 

Tools of Learning 



✓ Fosters learner responsibility, autonomy  

and empowerment 

✓ Cultivates a listening and reflective  

learning culture 

Goal 4  

Learner  

Responsibility,  

Autonomy and  

Empowerment 



✓ Acknowledges the key role of self assessment and peer  

assessment in learning 

✓ Scaffolds teachers’ practice in embracing Assessment of  

Learning strategies 

I did best at ………………………………………………………………………………….  

 
Next time I could improve at …………………………………………………………  

Self Assessment Checklist 

My Par ticipation  

Listening to what others say  

Speaking in front of others 

Preparing in my head what to say  

Following what others say  

Asking questions  

Allowing others their say  

Answering questions  

Thinking about what we discussed  

Participating in Discussions 

Name:............................................................ 

 
Discussion Topic ............................................................ 

 
Date ............................................................ 

 
Rate yourself on how you think you have done in each of these skills: 

Could Good
 Brilliant  do better  

Illustrations & graphic design C Sharon Le Gear 
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Structure of My Learner ID 

Part 1 

About Me!  My Strengths  

My World! 

About School 

My Learning Ways 

Part 2 

Opportunities to Respond  Assist Cues 

Self and Peer Assessment Checklists  Rubrics 



Part 1: About Me 

Aim: Elicit the personal views, preferences and  perceptions of the learner about 

themselves. 

 
 

Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Identify personal interests 

Consider the learner’s internal reality, their world of thoughts and feelings  Explore 

the concept of change over time 
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Aim: To draw out the strengths of each student and to identify  

capacities that students have rather than what they lack 

 
 

Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Celebrate and savour the strengths they see in themselves  

Acknowledge the perspective of others on their strengths  Explore 

emerging strengths 

Reflect on the development of strengths over time 

h 

Part 1: My Strengths 
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Aim: Through the use of open ended assessment techniques,  elicit the 

worldview of learners 

 
 

Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Explore perceptions, responses and understandings to various  

concepts, images and ideas 

Provide learners with a positive sense of self worth 

Part 1: Welcome to My World! 
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Aim: To explore the perception, voice and understanding of the  

learner about their experience of school 

 
 

Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Explore feelings of success and challenge in school  Gain 

awareness of themselves as learners  Recognise learner strengths 

and weaknesses  Celebrate what they like about how they learn 

Part 1: About School 

D 
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Aim: To understand that success in learning is a goal that  

students can work towards rather than something they either  

have or don’t 

 
Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Build understanding of ‘learning ways’ i.e. learner  dispositions 

and habits of mind 

Acquire the tools and tactics to learn how to learn  Assume 

responsibility for learning how to learn  Reflect on their 

approaches to learning 

Part 1: My Learning Ways 

RR  
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s 

Memory 

 
I can easily remember things I’ve just learned 

I can hold information in my head while working on it 

like when I work out my change in the shop 

 
I often forget messages and directions 

I often forget facts I have just learned 

I always remember things I hear 

I learn songs quickly 

I often forget my favourite jokes 

I can remember what strategies worked well for me 
before 

 

I forget how to solve problems and have to work  

through things again 

 
I often forget schoolbooks or sports gear or library books 

Circle the star:  Not Like Me Mostly Me Definitely Me 
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Memory 

I can easily remember things I’ve just learned 

I can hold information in my head while working on it  

like when I work out my change in the shop 

 
I often forget messages and directions 

 
I often forget facts I have just learned 

I always remember things I hear 

 
I learn songs quickly 

 
I often forget my favourite jokes 

 
I can remember what strategies worked well for me before 

I forget how to solve problems and have to work  through 

things again 

 
I often forget schoolbooks or sports gear or library books 

Circle the star: Not Like Me Mostly Me Definitely Me 
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Aim: The use of prompts and cues in learning contexts every  day to solicit 

student responses 

 
 

Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Actively respond to teacher prompts 

Use OTRs to support understanding, engagement and assessment  Create a 

feedback loop from learner to teacher to learner 

Create a tangible record of the voice of the learner at pre-instruction,  mid-

instruction and post instruction points in teaching and learning 

Part 2: Opportunities to Respond 

Stop 

What 

 

 
Your  

They 

 
 
82 

Your teacher will guide you on when and where to use your OTR stickers 

They can be placed in your copybook, on a noticeboard/response board or in your HW Diary 

End of Lesson 

Let’s Review 

Let’s Review 

Talk about what I have  

learned for 1 minute. 

Let’s Review 

Write 5 quiz questions for my  

classmates to answer. 

Let’s Review 

What I found easy ... 

Let’s Review 

What I found difficult ... 

Let’s Review 

Talk about what I have  

learned for 1 minute. 

Let’s Review 

Write 5 quiz questions for my  

classmates to answer. 

Let’s Review 

Write a text message explaining  

one thing I learned in this lesson. 

Let’s Review 

Design a poster advertising my  

learning from this lesson. 

Let’s Review 

Write a text message explaining  

one thing I learned in this lesson. 

Let’s Review 

Design a poster advertising my  

learning from this lesson. 

Let’s Review 

What I found easy ... 

Let’s Review 

What I found difficult ... 

Illustrations & graphic design C Sharon Le Gear 
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They can be placed in your copybook, on a noticeboard/response board or in your HW Diary 

End of Lesson 
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Talk about what I 

have  learned for 1 

minute. 

Let’s Review 
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Let’s Review 

Write a text message 
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in this lesson. 
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Design a poster advertising 

my  learning from this lesson. 

Let’s Review 

What I found easy ... 

Let’s Review 

What I found difficult ... 
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Aim: To provide learners with strategies to seek support,  assistance and 

guidance at all points throughout their learning 

 
 

Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Consider their response to task demands 

Communicate effectively with the teacher through use of Assist Cards, 

Cubes, Pyramids etc. 

Maintain a learning culture of sensitivity towards individual differences 

Part 2: Assist Cues 





Aim: To encourage learners to reflect on the quality of their  work, 

judge the degree to which it reflects explicitly stated goals  or criteria 

and revise accordingly 

 
Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Monitor their own performance in learning without constant  reference to 

others 

Assume responsibility for learning  Think positively about learning 

Create a desire, through an increased sense of ownership and  self-

competence, to continue learning 

Part 2: Self Assessment Checklists 
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Part 2: Peer Assessment Checklists 

Aim: To encourage learners to become involved in the  assessment of the 

work of other students and to have a clear  understanding of what to look for 

in peer’s work 

 
Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Take responsibility for their own work and take initiative in doing so  

Encourage learning through peer collaborative discussion  Encourage meta-

cognition 

Enhance peer relationships in learning 

mailto:bluebirddesigns@hotmail.com
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Aim: To enable learners to understand and use rubrics i.e. what 

specifically represents a learning target 

 
 

Learning Outcomes: 

To enable learners to: 

Use a rubric as an effective tool for self and peer assessment 

Understand task purposes 

Apply assessment framework to tasks thereby encouraging greater  

ownership, understanding and responsibility for learning 

Part 2: Rubrics 
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Policy Context 



Looking At Our Schools 2016: A Quality Framework For Primary Schools 

Statements of Effective Practice and Statements of Highly Effective Practice 

2 Dimensions: 

Teaching & Learning 

Learner Outcomes  Learner Experiences 

Teachers’ Individual Practices 

Teachers’ Collective/Collaborative Practices 

Leadership & Management 

Leading Teaching & Training  

Managing the Organisation  Developing 

Leadership Capacity 



My Learner Id Series supports Statements of Highly Effective Practice in: 

Leading Teaching & Training  

Managing the Organisation 

Learner Outcomes  Learner 

Experiences 

Teachers’ Individual Practices 

Statements 

5 

15 

7 

Teachers’ Collective/Collaborative Practices 5 

Statements 

2 

1 

Developing Leadership Capacity 3 

2 Dimensions: 

Teaching & Learning Leadership & Management 
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A Quality Framework for Primary Schools 

The statements of practice – teaching and learning  

DOMAIN 1: LEARNER OUTCOMES 

STANDARDS STATEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE PRACTICE STATE 

Pupils enjoy their  

learning, are  

motivated to learn  

and expect to  

achieve as learners 

Pupils’ enjoyment in learning is evident and  

is often linked to a sense of making 

progress  and of achievement. Their 

engagement with  learning contributes to 

their sense of well-  being. 

Pupils are motivated to learn, and this is 

often  linked to having a clear sense of 

attainable  learning outcomes. 

Pupils see themselves as learners and  

demonstrate this in their positive approach 

to  classwork and homework. 

Pupils’ enj  

arises 

from  of 

achieve  

learning c  

being. 

Pupils are 

m  a clear 

se  learning 

o 

Pupils see t  

demonstr  

reflective 

a  

homework. Pupils have  the 

necessary 

knowledge, skills and  

attitudes required 

to understand  

themselves and their  

relationships 

Pupils demonstrate a knowledge, appropriate  

to their stage of development, of their own  

behaviour as individuals and as members of 

a group. They can apply this knowledge to  

manage situations and to support their well-  

being. 

Pupils have the skills to modify and 

adapt  their behaviour when required. 

Pupils demonstrate an enquiring attitude  

towards themselves and those around 

them. 

MENTS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE  
PRACTICE 

oyment in learning is evident and  

a sense of making progress 

and 

ment. Their engagement with  

ontributes to their sense of 

well- 

 

 
otivated to learn through having  

nse of attainable and 

challenging  utcomes. 

 
hemselves as learners and  ate this 

in their positive and  

pproach to classwork and 

 
monstrate a knowledge, 

appropriate  age of 

development, of their own  

as individuals and as 

members 

Pupils de  to their st  behaviour 

of a group. They apply this knowledge  

thoughtfully to manage situations and to  

support their well-being. 

Pupils have the skills to modify and adapt  

their behaviour when required, and 

recognise  the need to do so themselves. 

Pupils demonstrate an enquiring and 

open-  minded attitude towards 

themselves and  those around them. 

Pupils demonstrate  

the knowledge, skills  

and understanding  

required by the  

primary curriculum 

Pupils’ subject-specific skills and attitudes 

are  developed in accordance with the 

Primary  School Curriculum. 

The pupils’ knowledge, skills and  

understanding for the specific subjects of  

the curriculum are at a good standard in  

accordance with the objectives, skills and  

concepts of the Primary School 

Curriculum. 

The overall attainment of the pupils is  

improving or is at a good standard in  

accordance with the objectives and skills 

of  the Primary School Curriculum. 

Pupils’ subject-specific skills and attitudes 

are  developed in accordance with the 

Primary  School Curriculum. 

The pupils’ knowledge, skills and  

understanding for the specific subjects of  

the curriculum are at a very good 

standard  in accordance with the 

objectives, skills and  concepts of the 

Primary School Curriculum. 

The overall attainment of the pupils is  

improving or is at a very good standard in  

accordance with the objectives and skills 

of  the Primary School Curriculum. 
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of and 

for They take pride in their work and follow the They have a sense of ownership 

of their 

guidance they receive to improve it. work, take pride in it, and take responsibility 

for improving it. 

 
They reflect on their behaviour and attitude They reflect on their behaviour and attitude  to learning, 

and are able to contribute to to learning, and are able to set meaningful  setting 

meaningful goals for themselves. personal goals as a result of their reflection. 

 
Where the curriculum provides opportunities Where the curriculum provides opportunities  to do so, 

pupils are able to negotiate their to do so, pupils negotiate their learning  learning 

thereby increasing their autonomy thereby increasing their autonomy and 

as learners. effectiveness as learners. 

 
Pupils take responsibility for their own Pupils take responsibility for their own  learning, and use 

the learning resources learning, and use both the learning resources  provided to them to develop their 

skills and provided to them, and those that they source  extend their knowledge.

 themselves, to develop their skills and extend 

STANDARDS STATEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE PRACTICE STATEMENTS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE  
PRACTICE 

Pupils reflect on 
their 

Pupils assess their progress and are aware of Pupils assess their progress realistically and 

progress as learners their strengths and areas for development as can describe their strengths and areas for 

and develop a sense learners. development as learners. 

of ownership 

responsibility 

their learning 

their knowledge. 

Pupils experience  

opportunities to  

develop the skills and  

attitudes necessary  

for lifelong learning 

Pupils make meaningful connections between  

learning in different subjects and areas of the  

curriculum. 

 
Pupils make meaningful connections between  

school-based learning and learning that takes  

place in other contexts. 

Pupils make meaningful and authentic  

connections between learning in different  

subjects and areas of the curriculum. 

 
Pupils make meaningful and authentic  

connections between school-based learning  

and learning that takes place in other  contexts 

Pupils can, with some guidance, transfer and  

apply skills learned in one context to another  

context. 

Pupils can, of their own initiative, transfer  

and apply skills learned in one context to  

another context 

Pupils are aware of the key skills  underpinning 

the curriculum and of their  relevance to 

present and future learning. 

Pupils can explain the key skills underpinning  

the curriculum and understand their  

relevance to present and future learning. 

They take the opportunities provided by  

curricular and other learning experiences to  

apply and develop these key skills. 

They take the opportunities provided by  

curricular and other learning experiences to  

apply and develop these key skills consciously  

and deliberately. 

Pupils have an age-appropriate  understanding 

of the concept of lifelong  learning, and are 

well disposed to continuing  education and 

training. 

Pupils have an age-appropriate  understanding 

of the concept of lifelong  learning, and see 

themselves engaging in  continuing education 

and training. 
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STANDARDS STATEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE PRACTICE STATEMENTS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE 

PRACTICE 

Promote and Those in leadership and management roles value Those in leadership and management roles 
facilitate the 

development of  

pupil voice and 

pupils’ views, and support pupils’ involvement in 

the operation of the school. 

recognise pupils as stakeholders, value their 

views, and ensure their involvement in the  

operation of the school. 

pupil leadership 
They ensure that the pupil council is  

democratically elected, and that it is included in  

decision-making. 

They ensure that the pupil council is  

democratically elected and representative, and  

is a catalyst for change, with an active role in  

decision-making and policy development. 

They offer pupils opportunities to take  leadership 

roles. 

They support pupils in taking leadership roles  

by facilitating relevant training and providing  

opportunities to lead school initiatives. 

Those leading the SSE process recognise the need  

to listen to pupils and are increasingly consulting  

pupils on their own learning. 

Those leading the SSE process actively consult  

and engage with pupils in reviewing and  

improving teaching, learning and assessment  

practices. 

Build  

professional  

networks with  

other school  

leaders 

The principal engages in professional dialogue  

with their peers at various levels on an ongoing  

basis. He / she seeks to apply what they learn to  

their practice. 

The principal actively involves themselves in  

professional associations for school leaders  

and managers at all levels, up to and including  

international level. He / she demonstrate 

learning from these associations in their 

practice. 

The principal contributes to the professional  

learning community of his / her peers. 

The principal supports the professional  

development of his / her peers, and contribute  

purposefully to the professional learning  

community. 

Those with leadership and management  roles 

avail of the support of national bodies  that 

support the development of effective  

management and leadership practices. 

Those with leadership and management roles  

engage purposefully with the national bodies  

that support the development of effective  

management and leadership practices 



Well-Being in Primary Schools (2016) 

My Learner ID Series 

Nurtures learner well-being through  

empowerment, responsibility, ownership  and 

voice in learning 



Assessment in the Primary School Curriculum Guidelines for Schools (2007) 

My Learner ID Series 

coherent, developmental and  stage 

appropriate framework  for tracking the 

voice of the  learner through 

Assessment for  Learning (AfL) 

methodologies,  self and peer 

assessment  opportunities, use of 

rubrics and  opportunities to respond 

 

Learner ID moves beyond  the 

guidelines in: introducing  open-ended 

assessment  methodologies, personal  

construct psychology  frameworks and 

in focusing  the learner, through varied  

assessment methodologies,  on learning 

how to learn and  actualising as a 

learner 



Assessment for Learning – Key Principles, NCCA /PDST 

My Learner ID Series series fulfils the intent of  

AfL by using assessment in the classroom as a tool  to 

improve students’ learning, characterised by: 

 
 

sharing learning goals 

helping students to recognise the standards  they are 

aiming for 

involving students in assessing their own  learning 

providing feedback 

communicating confidence that every student 

can improve 

adjusting teaching to take account of the  results of 

assessment 



Transition from Preschool to Primary School (2016) 

My Learner ID Series 

 
 
provides a glimpse of the worldview of the  child at 

key transition points 

enables new teachers to get a sense of the  ‘who’ of 

the child, ‘how’ they learn best and  their developing 

sense of identity as learner 



Aistear An Early Childhood Curriculum Framework (2009) 

My Learner ID Series complements Aistear 

by: 

 
 
developing learner dispositions 

in nurturing children to see themselves as  

capable learners 

enabling children to express themselves  

creatively and imaginatively 



Special Educational Needs: A Continuum of Support, Guidelines for Teachers (2007). 

My Learner ID Series supports teachers in 

fulfilling the following teacher guidelines to record: 

 
Personal experiences and perceptions  of learning 

Pupil views about what currently helps  them learn 

and what strategies they  feel may help 



Overview of Presentation 

1. What is ‘Learner Identity’? 

 
2. Is Learner Identity important? 

 
3. Goals of My Learner ID. Series 

 
4. Structure of My Learner ID. 

 
5. Theoretical Frameworks 

 
6. Methodologies underpinning My Learner ID. Series 

 
7. Policy Context 

 
8. Implementation 

 
9. Evaluation 

 
10. Focus Group Feedback 

 
11. School Friendly LID 
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Implementation 

Step 1: Review information about series  

at www.mylearnerid.com. 

Step 4: Distribute Parental Information  

Sheet. Details of Parent Information  on 

website. 

Step 2: My Learner ID Series, Teacher  

Guides available on website and free to  

series users. 

Step 3: Consider if online training is  

required and access information for  My 

Learner ID/ CPD through Teacher  

Centres/Summer Courses etc. 

Step 5: My Learner ID 3, 4, 5 & 6  

available at: www.mylearnerid.com 

http://www.mylearnerid.com/
http://www.mylearnerid.com/


Implementation 

Step 6: Consider how to deliver  

programme: 

May be delivered as part of the SPHE/  

literacy programme. Under proposed  

new Curricular structure to come, it  

may be delivered within the 40%  

discretion time 

Part 1: About Me, My Strengths, My  

World and About School - Beginning  

of year, strategically during the year &  

home-school. 

My Learning Ways - 'Learner  

Dispositions' as part of yearly  

planning 

Part 2: OTRs to be used every day,  

across the school week and academic  

year 

Term Schedule is in all books and may  

be completed as per school plan. 
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What Principals Say: 
 
 

‘Just to say, I think you’ve identified a major gap in how we educate our 
children and I can only see the programme going from strength to 
strength. Well done!’    
John Farrell, Principal, Galway Educate Together N.S. 
 
 
‘Fantastic programme. You have thought of everything. This offers a 
framework for learner well-being and learner empowerment. I love the 
presentation of the books and how the programme teaches children the 
tools of learning and how to teach themselves. This is such a positive 
contribution to education and so totally timely.’ 
Gearoidin Ni Chathasaigh, Principal, Scoil Mhathair De, Limerick. 
 
 
 
‘A gem of a programme. So timely. Wish I had it years ago. Exactly 
what the focus of education should be about – empowering children in 
the process of becoming and being learners. Well done. I love the 
creativity of this programme and how it is entirely child centred.’ 
Leona O’Connell, Principal, Knockraha, Cork. 
 
 
 
 



What Teachers Say: 
 

‘I’ve learnt things about children I hadn’t known. My children absolutely love the 
programme and I love the way it prompts them to think about how they learn for 
themselves’. 
Sarah Hayes, Crecora N.S. Co. Limerick. 
 
 
‘My Learner ID has helped me understand the children I teach in a much more enlightened 
way. I love the way it provides a framework for teaching children how to learn – so often we 
take it for granted that children just know how to pay attention or be organised and so 
often children fail to learn how to learn. I also love how child centred this programme is. It is 
all about the learner and puts a manageable framework on assessment for learning. I can’t 
recommend this programme highly enough.’ 
Claire Urquhart, Craughwell N.S. Co. Galway. 
 
 
 
‘My Learner ID is a unique programme. It ties together so many things we strive to do in 
classrooms and sometimes should be doing but sometimes forget to do. It reminds me as 
teacher the priority of tasks we have as teachers – to nurture children as learners and to 
support lifelong learning. It allows me say to parents – look this is what we have achieved 
throughout the year and it is most definitely more than a Sten score!!’ 
Fiona Brennan, Holy Family GNS, Carlow. 



What Children Think: 
 

‘Helps people get to know you’ 
 
‘Helps you to think about yourself but not in a selfish way’ 
 
‘Everyone’s book is different. My book is my best friend’. 
 
‘Can we have this for homework?’ 
 
‘Can we never stop doing this?’ 
 
‘This is my favourite book in school’. 
 
‘It helps you get your mind off things when you’ve had a busy day – it helps to relax you’. 
 
 
‘Teachers have to listen to you’. 
 
‘I like it because it is an imagination book – it’s your own book’ 
 
‘When you’re older and you’ve kids they can see what your life was like’ 

 
 
 
 

Responses from the pupils of R. 3 and R. 4 Crecora N.S. Co. Limerick 
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Web Page: www.mylearnerid.com 

 

http://www.mylearnerid.com/


Web Page: 

www.misemarfhoghlaimeoir.com 

 

http://www.mylearnerid.com/


More Information @ www.mylearnerid.com or www.misemarfhoghlaimeoir.com 
 
Orders of Books directly from website.  
 
Online training available as summer course and throughout the year. 
 

Follow me on facebook for updates and video links: 

 
www.facebook.com/mylearnerid/ 

http://www.mylearnerid.com/
http://www.misemarfhoghlaimeoir.com/

